NAME

TRANSLATION

GENERIC

PATH / ROAD OF LIFE

GENERIC

HUMAN

GENERIC

GRASS

YUCATEC MAYA

EB'

TOOTH

QUICHE MAYA

E'

TOOTHROAD

MIXTEC

YUCU

GRASS / (POINT)

NAHUATL (AZTEC)

MALINALLI

DRY GRASS / TWISTED GRASS / (STAIRWAY)

ZAPOTEC

PIYA

SOAP PLANT

GLYPHIC REPRESENTATION
human skull

GENERIC

spiral

spiraling helix as evolutionary Road of Life or Path of Destiny / Milky Way galaxy

alchemical vessel

MODERN

dots

link between conscious mind and higher consciousness

skeletal head of the Lord of Death

MAYA

dots

marking stones, stepping stones, or footprints along the Road of Life

dots

bead stream: Dew of Heaven along the Road of Life
or droplets of blood on sacrificial rope made of twisted grass strands

teeth row

corn kernels (symbolic of harvest)

teeth row

road linking past ancestors and the future of humanity

MAYA VARIANT

grass growing from skull lower jaw

AZTEC

grass growing from skull lower jaw

MIXTEC

?

ZAPOTEC

soap plant

DIRECTION

SOUTH

ELEMENT

__

MORPHOTYPE

spiral / ladder

COLOR

pastel dark yellow (bronze wheat) / milky white

HARMONY

resonance

NATURE

morning dew

ANIMAL, PLANT & MINERAL KINGDOM

flower nectar / tree sap

HUMAN PHYSICAL BODY

semen

PLANETS & WESTERN ZODIAC

Neptune (Pisces) / Pluto (Scorpio) / Chiron / Venus (Libra)

CORRESPONDENCE

ESSENCE
Road of Life (as evolutionary road & Path of Destiny)
Road Guide / Guide from Beyond, guardian being who assists us on our life's journey [see also OK]
Spiral Ladder of Life / Stairway to higher realms / Spiritual Path as road toward higher consciousness / Ascension, Ascendency [see also AJAW]

Dew Road (path taken by the Life Energy that vivifies all things, that revives and revitalizes all forms of creation)
Conductor of Destiny (conduit for the living energy that propels matters toward its destiny) / Divine (as verb rather than noun)

Quickening (as activation and acceleration of further, higher, expanded consciousness)
awakening & expansion of the Etheric Body or Light Body (crafted from interstellar light present in every living cell) [see also KAWAK]

human form as Path, animated by Higher Mind or Life-Force propelling it toward its destiny / Human Destiny
Human, Vessel for Penetration of Higher Life / human form as Chalice (which holds the Light or Energy of Divinity)

human form that can host infinite expansion / body & mind infused with expanded consciousness,
(where each stage of the journey feels like the final one but then opens in expanded form to the next) / fully potentiated human being

Realm-Connecting Pathways / New Inroads
Channel between individual consciousness and collective consciousness, between human mind and its spiritual source / Stream-of-Consciousness

Tooth Road (link in the form of stepping stones between past generations and the future of humanity - historical link & evolution,
between earlier baser lifeforms and higher and more refined future ones - phylogenetic link & evolution) [see also K'AN]

MANIFESTATION
pure unobstructed flow of energy / gliding [see also MEN]
resonant frequency pathway

expansion of one's concept of reality / fluid perspectives
access to spiritual awareness & expanded states of consciousness

answers & information received from beyond the conscious mind / inspiration & revelations / channeling [see also IK', KIB]
wisdom / good advices / guidance coming from within or through someone else
prayer as strong interaction between Spirit and Self / opening one's being to receive

sensation of being altered or rewired
attunement to higher vibrational frequencies (through meditation, trance states, use of crystals, prayer, yoga, dance, ...) / clearing & fine-tuning
'beginner's mind', tabula rasa
resonance (congruent mutual response elicited in bodies of similar structure & frequency) [see also LAMAT, KABAN]

ascension [see also AJAW], elevation
spiraling pathway / stairway / ladder
fluid design

pathways / paths, roads, highways, ... / pathway facilitation vs obstruction
'going with the flow' (manifesting as easy-goingness & casualness)
travel and the experience acquired through it / life on the road

storytelling / stream of consciousness recitation

strong driving ambition
activated inner-self hidden within a peaceful exterior

self-interest vs self-sacrifice / compromise & personal sacrifice / social obligation [see also KIMI / MANIK' / MEN / ETZ'NAB]
generosity, kindheartedness [see also MANIK', OK] / courteousness / keeping personal problems to oneself
healing of rifts through reconciliation between individuals or collective bodies

abundance / harvest [see also K'AN, LAMAT, MEN]
flower nectar / tree secretions (sap, resin, gum, ...) [see also MULUK]
morning dew (as refreshment) vs mildew [see also MULUK]
flowing substances deemed sacred (e.g. water, blood, incense, ...) [see also MULUK]

cyclical return as refreshment
recycling, reusing Earth resources [see also KIB]

healing as restoration of health & vitality
medicinal and other herbal life-enhancing elixirs
acupuncture
flow of movements found in activities such as dance, yoga, Tai Chi, ...

SHADOW
aimlessness (following a path without an objective or goal) / nihilism

self-limitation

resentment (born of compromise or sacrifice made to please others)
poisoning oneself with unreleased anger or resentment / irritation
difficulty in expressing feelings

issues of unfulfillment (never having enough)
fear of material or physical lack

overvaluing vs devaluing the intellect
overintellectualizing / overusing the mind [see also IX]
attempting to fully understand or mentally frame a state of being (leading to confusion & anxiety)

difficulty in trusting

ASSOCIATION
PATRON

Patecatl: god of medicine, surgery, and the knowledge of herbs (including mind altering plants used in rituals) [Aztec]

COSMOLOGY

Milky Way Galaxy as White Road leading to Xibalba (Otherworld) [Maya]

CONCEPT

Good Red Road: spiritual path from East to West [North America]

CONCEPT

'amor fati' (from Latin: 'love of one's fate', 'embracing one's destiny')

SYMBOL / OTHER

ladder or stairway (symbol of ascension)

ARCHITECTURE

pyramid (as stairway to the highest heaven) / obelisk (as representation of ascending life-force)

SYMBOL

spiral (as evolutionary & destiny-bound Road of Life) / helix [see also IK']

CONCEPT

Koyopa [Maya], Malinalli [Aztec] (Blood Lightning - vital force travelling up & down the World Tree & the human body) [see also CHIKCHAN]

CONCEPT

Itz (Dew of Heaven, blessed nectar of the gods - e.g. blood, milk, tears, semen, sweat, rain, frost, morning dew, flower nectar, tree sap),
carrier of Ch'ulel (soul substance of the universe) that animates, vivifies, revives, and revitalize all things, propelling matter toward its destiny [see also MULUK]

SYMBOL

chalice (open physical vessel which holds the light or energy of divinity) [see also KIB]

SYMBOL

Cornucopia (as vessel of abundance) / Elixir of Life

ALCHEMY

Philosopher's Stone (as vessel or substance transmuting baser aspects into more refined ones)

